Beers
3,50

Jever Fun 0,3%

4,90

Clean tasting hoppy alcolol “free” german lager. 0,3%
Drink ten of these and you’re still allowed to drive!

Craft beers from Oedipus Brewing, located
in Amsterdam Noord

Draft
4,-

3,-

Studio Oedipus x Mediamatic No. 14 Bes
A blended beer. We boiled a pale unhopped brew with elderberries and fermented this to a very concentrated berry-beer of 9% ABV. This rich base is
blended with Panty stout and Swingers, a salty and sour beer. This blend is a
tannic elderberry beer with some roasty flavours.

4,40

Studio Oedipus x Mediamatic No. 07 Tak

4,50

4,80

,70

Mama
A fresh easy going, slightly bitter , American pale ale. 5%

4,80

Mannenliefde
Saison with lemongrass and (non-spicy) Sichuan pepper. Easy to love. 6%

5,40

Hosanna
Double IPA love bomb, extra bold and extra fruity, 9%

6,70

Kinderyoga

Imperial stout, with a solid bitter flavour among the hints of chocolate
          and coffee. 11%
4,80

5,20

4,80

Thai Thai

Vogelen
A kettle soured wheat beer soured with Lactobacillus Brevis and Lactobacillus
Delbrueckii, fermented with American ale yeast and dryhopped with Columbus, Chinook, and Centennial. Berliner Weisse, 4%

12,-

Unreal
Golden sour ale. A blend of four beers, coming together in an unreal fashion.
Two thirds is fermented in wine barrels, and the remaining part is a mix of
Vogelen and Offline. All in one bottle they create an oaky, sour beer, with a bit
of vanilla and refreshing hoppy notes. A 50cl bottle, so best enjoyed in good
company along with some good food. 6%

11,-

No. 11 Golden Sour Ale
This is the 11th Studio experiment: a golden sour ale that was made blending
beers from barrels that have been fermenting since the 2016 and 2017 Mega
Collabaration held at the Oedipus brewery during Carnivale Brettanomyces.
37,5 cl, 6,5%

		
Vermouth
Neleman Vermut Organic

Made of organic white wine (Macabeo and Viognier) and a secret
composition of herbs.
Valencia, Spain 16%
4,50 glass

Vermouth Del Professore Rosso

Dodo

A fragrant tripel unlike any other, with the addition of galanga root,      
          cilantro, coriander, chilli pepper and orange peel. 8%

Yin
Dry hopped saison, brewed in collaboration with To Øl, 8%

A california common, also known as a steam ale. A soft, bitter, sweet
          beer. 5%
4,90

Slomo
Grisette, low in alcohol. A little bit bitter, a little bit fresh, a beer to keep
drinking on a slow sunny afternoon. 3,5%

Bottle
5-

Swingers
The first ‘Dutch gose’ on the market. A sour beer brewed with salt water. You
either love it or hate it, but you don’t know before giving it a try! 4%

Elder beer No. 14 Bes & No. 7 Tak
Taste our Studio Oedipus x Mediamatic No. 14 Bes & No. 07 Tak Next toor after each other.

Offline

A slightly bitter white ale. 4,5%

Showcasing elder wood, wich was partly smoked, we made a tea from the
wood, added malt extract for fermentatbles, some local grown brewery dried
hops, and fermented in a wiskey barrel. The beer is earty and smokey. 6%
7,50

Polyamorie

A polyamorous love affair between an American pale ale, a Berliner
          weisse and mango. Sour ale. 5% draft

Lager Lager Lager 000
The closest thing we have to a pilsener, the brewers 5th lager in search of the
perfect one.

4,40

4,80

Gaia
Five different kinds of hops combined with caramelised grain create the
perfect combination of bitter and sweet for this IPA. 7% draft

Panty

Panty is a dark Stout with a thick mouthfeel. With roasted and
chocolate flavours and a full, dry aftertaste 6%, bottle 33cl.

6,-

Produced by the Antica Distilleria Quaglia. The Vermouth is made
from Muscat wine from the Langhe and is the only vermouth in the
world made from both red and white wine.
Castelnuova D. Bosco, Italy 18%
glass
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